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How to Win and Keep Big Customers

BAG THE
ELEPHANT!
THE SUMMARY IN BRIEF

Have you ever dreamed of landing that huge account — the monster
contract that dwarfs any deals you’ve made previously, dramatically
increasing the size of your profits? “Bagging the Elephant” brings you new,
deeper streams of revenue, and keeping that Elephant happy ensures profits
for years to come.

If you are the owner of a small or medium-sized business, this summary
will show you how to find the right Elephant for your business and business
needs, navigate your way through huge companies, identify and secure
internal champions, build strong alliances, and position your selling
approach for maximum effectiveness. Are you afraid that your company’s
culture won’t be a good match for an Elephant’s culture? This summary
explains how to align them to get the most out of your relationship. Are you
having trouble finding the right decision maker in a prospect’s company?
This summary also shows you how to use the Elephant’s inherent bureau-
cracy to your advantage.

In addition, you will learn:
✓ The Elephant needs you. You might ask yourself, “What could I pos-

sibly have to sell that a big company would want?” The answer is, plenty, if
you match your products and services to the company’s needs.

✓ Six keys to thinking like an Elephant. In order to best develop and lever-
age your relationships with large firms, you need to know how they go about
their business and to anticipate needs before the Elephants even recognize them.

✓ How to embrace the bureaucracy. In large companies, bureaucracy
is a given, and you can make it work for you by aligning your outputs and
processes to make life easier for your client and, by extension, yourself.

✓ How to draw up your hit list. Don’t be afraid to think outside the usual
box to come up with the Elephants you will hunt. Ultimately, however, the busi-
ness you pursue must make sense for your organization and your prospects.

✓ How to recruit great champions. Your attempts to bag Elephants will
only prove successful if you have the right people on your side — people on
the inside of the prospective organization who will speak up for you and
influence decision makers on your behalf. These are the champions of your
organization in more ways than one.
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The Elephants Need You
Why are giant companies referred to as “Elephants”?

Because they are huge, slow-moving, ponderous, strong,
slow to react, often lovable, sometimes stubborn — and
because they require enormous amounts of input, which,
if you can make it your job to supply, can bring you
great financial rewards. Elephants are also smart, some-
times dangerous, uniquely individual, and equipped
with long memories — all reasons for you to be super-
cautious and respectful when dealing with them.

Small Firm Thinks Big
Paula Westman owned a small CPA firm that special-

ized in tax returns. Over the course of 15 years, she had
built a successful practice, preparing about 250 tax
returns per year for individuals and smaller businesses,
billing just over $300,000 annually. But the pressures of
being a one-woman operation were burning her out. She
lived with the concern that her business would collapse
should she happen to become ill during peak tax season.
She desperately wanted to expand her business so that
she could hire other CPAs to help carry the load.

Clearly, Paula needed to bag an Elephant, but being in
the service industry posed some unique challenges. Not
the least of these was the fact that she couldn’t imagine
large companies needing her services. After some
research, however, she found that there were large com-
panies that provided tax planning and financial services
to middle and senior management as perks, managed by
the organizations’ employee benefits department.

Paula put in a solid year of hard work to get her first
big-company client. She worked out a deal with her
Elephant that guaranteed her 225 returns per year for
the next five years. This allowed her to hire three full-
time junior CPAs to shoulder some of the load.

Paula’s firm now handles only corporate clients,
preparing 1,000 returns annually.

Answer Your Doubts
You might have doubts about pursuing business with

big companies — “bagging the Elephant.” You might be
saying one or all of the following things to yourself:

● “My business doesn’t lend itself to big cus-
tomers.” One of the first things to learn is that almost
any business in any industry can get big customers —
it’s just a matter of knowing where to look.

● “I wouldn’t even know where to begin.”
Beginning is the toughest part. Once you’ve made the
commitment, it gets easier.

● “I’ve tried to get big customers, but it just didn’t
work out.” Chances are at the time you didn’t know
what you needed to succeed. You may have gone after
the wrong customer or mischaracterized your pitch. Try
again. These are things that can be corrected.

The Elephant Really Does Need You
Perhaps the first barrier to overcome in achieving suc-

cess with big companies is the belief that those compa-
nies have no use for your goods or services. You must
get over the assumption that no large company could
possibly be interested in what you have to offer. The
truth is, the Elephant needs you almost as much as you
need the Elephant. As you’ll see, after you’ve been
together awhile — after the Elephant has come to rely
on your products and services, and you’ve become a
larger, more powerful enterprise with other big clients
— the Elephant may end up needing you more than you
need the Elephant.  ■
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Six Keys to Thinking 
Like an Elephant

There are many things you have to do in order to pur-
sue, capture and hold onto your Elephant. First among
these is to change your outlook. You must stop thinking
like a business your size and begin to think like an
Elephant. You must do this in order to get inside your
Elephant’s head. It is important that you see things from
the Elephant’s point of view.

Everyone who will be engaged in hunting your
Elephant must be engaged in this manner — every exec-
utive, manager, accountant, service representative, deliv-
ery person, mechanic, marketing person and board
member with whom your Elephant might come into
contact. Everyone in your business has a part and a
stake in bagging your Elephant and keeping it happy.

To ensure your best chance for success, you must get
everyone working together toward a common goal. All
decisions about the customer; the way your employees
or associates approach prospective customer requests;
and the speed, priority and accuracy with which work
gets done — all affect your chances for success.

The Right Mind-Set
To help you focus on getting inside the mind of an

Elephant, consider these six keys to achieving the right
mind-set — the attitudes and habits you should cultivate
(or, in some cases, avoid) in yourself and your business
if you’re serious about bagging and keeping that big,
rich customer:

1. One and Done. This principle is simple — you’re
going to be working very hard with the hope of getting
one shot at a potential client, and if you blow it, it’s
over. You’re done. This means everything from the ini-
tial contact forward, including quotes, presentations,
sales pitches, client requests, and — even after you’ve
signed a deal — delivery and further sales. Though your
business may be the best thing around, the big company
may never find out if it doesn’t hire you. Don’t give
your prospect any reason to doubt you or look else-
where, not even for a moment.

2. Priority One. Everyone wants to feel special. Big
customers are no different. Lavish plenty of attention on
your Elephant. Make that big company feel looked after
and cherished. Return calls speedily. Answer questions
quickly. Address problems immediately. Be kind to your
Elephant, and it will be kind to you.

3. Whatever It Takes. If you’ve looked after your
client, your reputation for high-quality work will have
spread throughout the company, where new opportuni-

ties await. Some of these opportunities may seem
removed from your core business. Be flexible in this
case. Even if your current product line keeps you hop-
ping, be grateful for the chance to grow. If you can,
adjust your business plans on the fly to adapt.

Flexibility comes in many forms. It might be as sim-
ple as invoicing early or late to work within a client’s
budget restrictions and time frame. It might mean set-
ting meeting times to suit the prospect’s schedule, push-
ing a delivery date up or back, or inventorying specified
items. It might also mean the opportunity to expand
your services. Never put limits on what can or cannot be
done for your Elephant.

Relationships of Mutual Trust
4. Long-Term Vision. You must view your big cus-

tomer as a partner in a long-term relationship. Once
you’ve established this relationship out of mutual trust,
there will be plenty of revenue available to you.
However, there are many shortsighted business owners
and salespeople who try to break the bank on their first
big score and end up paying the price. An Elephant that
feels it is being gouged can depart in a hurry, and do
much damage on the way out.

Think of your big customers as steppingstones for
success. If you want to get to the top, you might need
several stones, and each one should be as high as possi-
ble, but not out of reach of the one before. Go slow and
enjoy the ride. If you get greedy, you can easily price
yourself right out of the opportunity.

5. Breath of Fresh Air. Work should be fun. This is
important for two reasons:

● Having fun is good for business. People work better
when they’re having fun. Look at Southwest Airlines,
Seattle’s Pike Place Fish Market, Business Network
International (BNI), and other thriving businesses that
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PART TWO: THE SECRET LIFE OF THE ELEPHANT

Touching Memories 
Adjusts and Reaps Reward

When the custom stationary supplier Touching
Memories was asked by a corporate client to include
calendars in its offerings, the company’s owners were
hesitant. They were, after all, up to their ears in notepad
and letterhead jobs. After much consideration, however,
they acquiesced. The corporate client agreed to fund
startup costs by placing a large order upfront, enabling
Touching Memories to develop the new product at a
profit. Calendars are now the company’s biggest sellers,
thanks in no small part to the owners’ flexibility.



emphasize fun.
● Potential clients should feel that working with your

business will be a pleasant experience. It strengthens
the relationship.

Having fun — and showing it — is a great way to dis-
tinguish yourself from your competitors, most of whom
will be so focused on getting the dollars that they’ll for-
get about the relationship. If prospects or customers call
your business and speak to anyone — receptionist,
salesperson, customer service rep, etc. — they should
have a favorable experience. The best compliment you
can ever receive from a big customer is to be described
as professional, knowledgeable and great to work with.

6. Partners. A partnership is a two-way street — and
that is how you should approach your relationship with
your big customer. Yes, your Elephant can do enormous
favors for you. Your relationship can bear much fruit in
revenues and profits for many years, if you nurture it.
But on the other side, you’re in a position to do great
favors for your Elephant, too. You can even make your-
self an indispensable partner. Seek ways to help your
Elephant. Look for processes and methods for stream-
lining its operations. Look for ways to save it money.
Approach the relationship with the goal of finding the
best deal that can both fill your client’s needs and keep
your business healthy and growing. Never underestimate
what you can bring to the table.  ■

What to Know About Elephants
Large companies are mysterious entities. Decisions to

buy a product or service typically come about through a
series of meetings during which a company representa-
tive collects information from you. Then, depending on
the circumstances, this information is meshed with com-
pany policies and other criteria to determine whether
you are the ideal supplier for the company’s needs. Here
are four things you must take into account in order to
navigate this process effectively:

1. Know Who Does What. Seek to identify all your
constituents at the company and what each needs and
expects from you. These constituents include:

● Who influences? The people you’re most likely to
meet in the company are probably information gatherers
and influencers, not decision makers.

● Who buys? These are the people who make the final
decisions. Learn what they value and how you can make
them more inclined to give you their business.

● Who kills? Always remember that whatever the
merits of your business, someone at the client company
can kill the deal without your ever knowing why or
who. Listen for comments your contact may make about
the people with whom he or she is dealing internally.

2. Know How to Get on the List. More and more
companies try to contract only with vendors on a pre-
ferred vendor list. They do this to optimize their cost
savings, avoid unreliable vendors, make their purchas-
ing process more efficient, and/or weed out fraudulent
or unstable vendors.

As a rule, if your potential client has an approved
vendor program or something comparable, embrace it as
a way to separate yourself from your competitors.

3. Know the Company’s Lingo and Quirks. Every
company speaks its own language — unique acronyms;
report names; buzzwords; clichés; and nicknames for peo-
ple, positions and facilities. Your job is to learn this lan-
guage, because it distinguishes insiders from outsiders.

Keep Your Ears Open
The only way to learn this internal language is to keep

your ears open. For example, if you’re sitting in a meet-
ing and hear someone use an unfamiliar term, take note
and make sure to follow up with your client contact to
find out what the term means.

Likewise, every company has its own policies,
processes, practices and idiosyncrasies. Studying them
can only work to your advantage.

4. Know the Budget Season. Every large company
— your client base — develops an annual budget. This
process can take up to three months and sap the energy
of the company’s departments. Most of the time, a bud-
get earmarks monies for certain functions but doesn’t
get into specifics. To learn those specifics, you need to
know when to step on the merry-go-round — that is, to
know the start and stop dates of each phase and the
other details of the company’s budget cycle.  ■

Embracing the Bureaucracy
Fighting your way through the red tape of a typical cor-

poration’s floor-to-ceiling organization chart maze can be
one of the most frustrating aspects of running a business.
You can, however, turn a big prospect’s bureaucracy to
your advantage. The key is to figure out how it works.

A bureaucracy, in all its complexity, is the software that
keeps a giant company running, a control system with
built-in fail-safe routines designed to avoid catastrophe. It
funnels every decision through a gauntlet of decision
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Drawing Up Your Hit List
Once your entire business has a big-customer focus,

you’re ready to go out and bag an Elephant. Now is the
time to decide which Elephant to bag. Although your
business could potentially sell to many big customers, not
all big customers are right for you. You must focus your
efforts on the Elephants you are most likely to bag — and
to develop a mutually beneficial, long-term relationship
with them. There are three steps to this endeavor:

1. Position your product or service for the big customer.
2. Develop a hit list of big companies you believe

would make great customers and partners.
3. Whittle down that list to the best of the best.

Positioning Your Business
When you think of big customers, look beyond the

obvious contenders. If you usually target the general
public, consider adapting your product offering for busi-
nesses, thinking broadly about your potential clients.
This broad thinking will not only expand your hit list
but will give you ideas for increasing revenues as well.

Compiling Your Hit List
Make a long list of all potential big customers you can

think of. Be as outrageous as you can, but match the com-
panies with the need they might have for what you offer.
In other words, list exactly how you might be able to help
them. Never overlook the obvious prospects — sometimes
the best ones are right under your nose. Also, don’t ignore
smaller companies that are growing fast and showing
signs of becoming true Elephants. A friend made on the
way up the ladder together can be a friend for life.

Selecting the Best Target
Once you’ve scoured the business landscape for the

obvious prospects, the less obvious ones, and the down-
right imaginative possibilities, carve out a realistic list
of the most promising. To help you decide, answer the

following questions:
● Which prospects have the most to spend on your

product or services? In other words, who has the big
bucks?

● Does the prospect’s business philosophy dovetail
with your strengths? Relationships will fail if there is a
poor match.

● How does the prospect reward the employees
who would be buying your product or services?
Consider how buyers at your prospective client receive
bonuses and promotions. Are they evaluated according to
their ability to bring innovative ideas to the table, to buy
at the lowest possible price, or to enhance the company
image? The answer can help you determine whether
your company fits the client’s incentive structure.

● How much does the company really need you? Can
you help the company achieve competitive advantage?

● How far afield will the association lead you?
Consider whether the prospect’s logistical factors are a
good fit for your business.  ■

Knocking on Doors
After you’ve identified target companies and under-

stand generally how large companies operate and the
best ways to approach them, it’s time to get to work.
The goal isn’t just to set meetings — it’s to land that big
client. Here are the eight steps you should follow:

1. Build your prospect database. Generate a list of
specific people to contact at your prospective compa-
nies. You can develop that list even when you’re starting
with a blank slate. Be prepared to make many calls. Be
imaginative, resourceful and tenacious — you have
nothing to lose. As you get new prospects, divide them
into three categories: hot leads (the company buys what
you sell and your contact is a good one), great fits (the

makers to ensure that prescribed standards of quality and
cost are maintained. By its very nature and purpose, it
slows things down and lowers operating efficiency — but
it’s a necessary evil. When you approach a big company
with an eye for doing business with it, get an early start
toward understanding its bureaucracy. Study it, map it,
and look for its hidden connections and patterns.

Perfect Your Processes
Quite often, you will see that your Elephant’s bureau-

cratic processes are not suitable for your business —

they add cost, unnecessarily complicate your business
activities, or even threaten the quality of your product or
service. In these cases, you must fight process with
process. When selling to decision makers in a bureau-
cracy, don’t make vague promises about how you will
meet their needs. Explain your processes in detail. This
will reassure them that the activity will occur.

Your potential client probably doesn’t like dealing
with the internal bureaucracy any more than you do.
Help your client. When your client takes your informa-
tion to fill out his or her own company’s forms, ask your
client how his or her company plans to use your data so
you can give it to him or her in a useful format.  ■
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company isn’t buying what you’re selling, but should
be), and secondary leads (the prospect isn’t in the mar-
ket for your product right now, but you want to intro-
duce your business to him or her, regardless).

2. Create an introductory mailing to quickly intro-
duce yourself and your business. Write a cover letter
that explains what you do, in order to build credibility
and awareness, and to set the stage for a phone call and
later mailings.

3. Make the first phone call, to gather information
necessary for future contacts and to set up a meeting.
Do this two or three days after your prospects have
received your mailing. Prepare well for the call and try
to determine what the prospect might expect to see in
your product or service, whether your contact is the
decision maker or someone with influence, whether the
company already buys from your competitors (and, if
so, whether they’re happy), and what unique opportuni-
ties there might be with this prospect.

Showcase Your Business
4. Send a detailed mailing, to give the prospect infor-

mation about your product and to set up a presentation.
Do this immediately after contacting the prospect. Really
showcase your business and appeal to the prospect with
testimonials, brochures, samples and the like.

5. Make the second phone call two days after the
prospect has received your detailed mailing. Do this to
set up a presentation and further develop your relation-
ship. Feel out the contact, but never ask whether he or
she wants to meet — communicate the assumption that
he or she does, and that it’s just a matter of setting up a
convenient time.

6. Send a creative mailing two weeks after the sec-
ond call to prospects who have not yet agreed to meet
with you. This enables you to re-engage the prospect in
a creative way and advertise your business, rather than
hard-sell your product.

7. Make the third phone call to prospects with
whom you have not set up a meeting, one week after
they receive the creative mailing, to attempt once again
to set up a presentation.

8. Stay at the top of the prospect’s mind, even if,
after the first seven steps, you still have not met face to
face with the prospect. Send out an inexpensive mailing
to update prospects on your achievements, new clients,
press notices, etc. Re-evaluate your prospect list regular-
ly, but be patient. Some client relationships take time to
gestate.  ■

Matching the Prospector
To the Prospect

Putting the wrong personality type in the wrong sell-
ing situation is an easy mistake to make. Fortunately,
matching a salesperson with a company is not hard to
master, and can easily mean the difference between suc-
cess and failure in a sale. In fact, it’s merely a two-step
process. Here are the two steps to follow:

Step 1: Profile Your Sales Personnel. Salespeople
fall into the following three basic types, based on their
personalities, styles and approaches:

● The Sage. The Sage cites his or her own experience
to make the buyer comfortable with him or her and the
product. The Sage succeeds by capitalizing on his or her
experience and knowledge, not from being warm and
fuzzy. The Sage thrives when he or she is selling to a
conscientious or skeptical customer who is concerned
about some aspect of the purchasing decision. To suc-
ceed, the Sage needs useful information; proof of your
product’s best features; and timely, accurate responses
to the customer’s questions.

● The Pal. The Pal is a great relationship builder —
very outgoing and friendly. Customers will buy from the
Pal simply because they like him or her. The main
attribute of the Pal is his or her uncanny ability to build
relationships. In fact, the Pal thrives whenever his or her
customer wants more from a salesperson than business,
and when he or she can use entertainment as a sales tool.
To succeed, give the Pal clear, simple and detailed mate-
rials that explain your product or service. Pair the Pal up
with a Sage — they can have a positive effect on one
another and the customer. And give the Pal your consent
to spend money on entertainment for the customer.

● The Pit Bull. The Pit Bull is all business, churning
through prospects until he or she maximizes the sale.
It’s all a numbers game to the Pit Bull, and he or she is
typically poor at customer service, often losing repeat
business as a result. His or her tenacity breeds success,
but it also makes enemies. Pit Bulls prosper when
they’re let off the leash. They appreciate having the lati-
tude they need to clinch deals on the spot. To succeed,
Pit Bulls need independence, latitude in pricing
(enabling them to close deals quickly), customer service
support, and a simplified closing process.

Read Between the Lines
Step 2: Make the Match. For each selling situation

match the client or customer with the right salesperson.
Read between the lines. You’ll have to draw your own
inferences about some of your customers’ needs. Assess
your sales force. Once you’ve identified the type of
salesperson you need for each target customer, review
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your current sales team to see how it stacks up.
Matching the right salesperson with the right situation

benefits not only you, but the salesperson as well.
People thrive in a job setting that suits their needs and
personality.  ■

Face to Face With Your Prospect
In face-to-face interactions with prospects, first

impressions are crucial. You want to come across as per-
ceptive, experienced and confident — a professional
who works with big companies every day. In order to do
that, you need to make sure you get your act together.
Don’t prepare a one-size-fits-all sales presentation that
can be rattled off in any meeting. Go into the meeting
with a discussion plan tailored to that particular
Elephant. Set priorities by making a list of specifics you
hope to accomplish. That will help you stay focused.

You should also be able to anticipate your prospect’s
concerns — what he or she is likely to ask — and
answer them. Better yet, prepare documents that can
help answer those questions, as well as others that can
clarify your answers. In short, go in prepared — never
let a prospect think you’re not taking the meeting seri-
ously. When in the meeting, focus on the prospect.
Establish rapport by using a pleasant conversational
tone. Get the prospect to tell you something about his or
her own business and its needs.

After the meeting, prepare to engage in some follow-
up activities. Take a minute to write up a quick recap
and to-do list, then get whatever information your
prospect needs right away. Of course, all your speed and
anticipation mean nothing if you can’t close the deal.
Establish time lines for closing and apply whatever
legitimate pressure you can muster to gain commitment
from the prospect.  ■

Standing Up to Your Elephant
In Negotiations

Sometimes large companies use their enormous finan-
cial power as a bargaining tool, demanding a rock-bottom
price in return for volume sales. You can neutralize much
of that leverage by following a few key guidelines when
negotiating with an Elephant. These guidelines include:

● Negotiate with a person, not a company. You’re
not talking to a faceless entity who has no choice but to
play hardball, as he or she would like you to believe.
You’re talking to a person — a person who has the
power to make choices and decisions. Negotiate accord-
ingly.

● Prioritize what you’re willing to give up. Decide
beforehand what really matters and what doesn’t — and
which points you can concede in order to appear mag-
nanimous. If you reach the end of your price-cutting
tether, look for throw-ins you can add to the deal to
make the client feel the company is getting more value
for its money.

● Don’t surrender too quickly. Rather than agreeing
to all points upfront, tell your prospect that you must
check with your management. This will give the impres-
sion that he or she is doing a good job and that you’re
working to get your management to give in.

● Don’t sell yourself short. If you didn’t offer some
promise of benefit to the prospect’s company, he or she
wouldn’t waste his or her time talking with you.

● Mitigate all pricing concessions. Once you lower
your prices, it’s virtually impossible to raise them again.
If you must do so anyway, have the company commit in
writing to a volume buy or reduced service levels so
you can still make a profit. In general, look for a long-
term deal in exchange for a lower price.

● Create a pricing strategy and stick to it. Decide
on a price that is fair and reasonable for everyone, then
stick to that price when negotiating. Either you’ll get the
business or you won’t. If you commoditize your offer-
ings, it will be tough to get your full price again.  ■

Recruiting Great Champions
A champion is someone inside the prospective compa-

ny who goes to bat for you by trying to get his or her
company to use your services. He or she speaks on your
behalf during closed-door meetings and passes your
name around to co-workers. As you spend more time
communicating with your prospects, keep your eyes
open for a champion, bearing in mind that your best
champion is:

● Motivated by what’s best for the business. He or
she makes decisions based on what’s good for his or her
employer, not on politics.

● Respected by superiors. Management looks to him
or her for solid business recommendations.

● Socially networked. People like a champion, so his
or her endorsement carries extra weight and cachet.

● Able to navigate the company to get things done.
He or she knows how to sell ideas internally.

● Cut from the same cloth as you. You have chem-
istry because you share the same business philosophy,
work ethic or background.

● Willing to give credit rather than protect turf. He
or she must feel that your success and the success of the
deal reflect well upon him or her.

Bag the Elephant! — SUMMARY
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Building Strong Alliances
Once you’re booking sales, know your way around

the client, and have at least one in-house champion
backing you, it’s time to seek and form alliances.
Alliances will result in your getting business from a
company in exchange for things your ally needs —
power, information or better work experience. In order
to develop alliances, you must first identify which of
those needs applies, then develop a plan to fulfill it.

Most large companies have many departments, which
typically can be sorted into three categories. Profit
Holder departments are the keepers of the budget, mon-
itoring income and outflow. They are the most powerful
of the departments and are thus ultimately responsible
for whether products make a buck. Because these
departments hold the purse strings, they can be the most
powerful and rewarding allies. Keep in mind the fact
that they are judged solely on bottom line — people
working for them are on the upper-management track
and need to perform. For that reason, you should
emphasize your own efficiency and effectiveness at pro-
viding the best return for the money.

Necessity departments are crucial to the client’s core
business — they are the shippers, purchasers, manufac-
turers and the like. Their daily tasks typically fall on the
cost side of the budget, within the limits set by the
Profit Holder departments. Employees in Necessity
departments tend to value comfort and working condi-
tions over stellar performance; you need to make life
easier for them — it’s as simple as that.

Resource departments support
the Profit Holder and Necessity
departments, often operating
without a budget, as they are seen
as nonessential areas — customer
service, market research, new
business development, etc.
Whenever appropriate, consider
inviting Resource employees to
client meetings, if your client
contact approves. This shows
them you’re in the know and
looking out for them.  ■

Putting Your
Elephant to Work

Aside from making you
wealthy, a strong client can do a
great deal for you, your business
and your employees. If you’re
smart, your relationship with
your Elephant should be all you
need to catapult your business to
success.

One area of business in which
an Elephant can provide signifi-
cant funding is in new business
development. If you’re selling
one item, look for the need to
buy others, then use your rela-
tionship to sell more. Once big
clients begin to rely on you and
you deliver for them, they’ll
want to use you in other parts of
the business and will help you
develop the capacity to do so. Your ability to use your
relationship with these clients to identify such opportu-
nities can provide a huge boost to your business.

Training and Expertise
Another significant area of growth is in training and

expertise. Look for ways to grow and learn from your
client’s knowledge base. If the client company needs an
additional service from you or has a department that
performs a service you can integrate with your other
services, see if you can get the client to train your
employees. Tell the client that training your staff will
help you support it. Many large companies also bring in
national speakers to give presentations to their employ-
ees — some of the best speakers you will ever hear can
be heard courtesy of a client. Make certain, however,
that the client doesn’t perceive you as taking advantage
or moving into unauthorized areas.  ■
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RECOMMENDED
READING LIST

If you liked Bag the
Elephant!, you’ll also
like:
1. The Prime Solution by

Jeff Thull. Thull offers a
detailed explanation of
how businesses can close
the value gap that sepa-
rates the value that is
promised to customers
from the actual value
achieved.

2. The Dollarization
Discipline by Jeffrey J.
Fox and Richard C.
Gregory. The authors
describe how organiza-
tions can measure and
explain the financial
impact of noncost bene-
fits, including increased
market share, increased
sales volume, and
increased pricing power.

3. CustomerCentric Selling
by Michael T. Bosworth
and John R. Holland.
The authors lay out a new
approach to sales, one in
which salespeople start
listening to buyers’ goals,
problems and needs.

4. Secrets of Question
Based Selling™ by
Thomas A. Freese.
Freese offers a questions-
based method that will
help salespeople generate
leads and close sales.

5. Sales Management
by Robert J. Calvin.
Calvin offers a primer on
creating and managing
today’s sales force.Keep Your Champions Cheering

Once you have relationships with solid champions
working your cause from the inside, you’ll need to
foster the relationships to keep getting the most out
of them, over time. Some ways to do this include:

✓ Share the limelight. If you share credit with
champions, you’ll acquire a reputation as someone
who is easy to work with, and useful.

✓ Share the knowledge. Keep champions
informed of your latest plans and work with them,
not around them.

✓ Know when to back off. Don’t exploit their gen-
erosity.

✓ Make a happy family. Look for new champions
as you move up the company ladder. You can never
have too many, and you need them at all levels.

✓ Express gratitude. A simple “thank you” goes a
long way.
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